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Crafted as an open communication platform characterized by high anonymity and minimal 
moderation, Telegram has garnered increasing popularity among activists operating within 
repressive political contexts, as well as among political extremists and conspiracy theorists. 
While Telegram offers valuable data access to research non-institutionalized activism, scholars 
studying the latter on Telegram face unique theoretical and methodological challenges in 
systematically defining, selecting, sampling, and classifying relevant actors and content. This 
literature review addresses these issues by considering a wide range of recent research. In par
ticular, it discusses the methodological challenges of sampling and classifying heterogeneous 
groups of (often non-institutionalized) actors. Drawing on social movement research, we first 
identify challenges specific to the characteristics of non-institutionalized actors and how they 
become interlaced with Telegram’s platform infrastructure and requirements. We then discuss 
strategies from previous Telegram research for the identification and sampling of a study 
population through multistage sampling procedures and the classification of actors. Finally, we 
derive challenges and potential strategies for future research and discuss ethical challenges.
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Introduction

Telegram’s increasing popularity (Telegram, 2022) and its designer’s objective of function
ing as an open communication space provides an infrastructure for (dis-)information dis
semination and political mobilization characterized by a high degree of anonymity and 
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minimal moderation effort. The platform’s privacy and anonymity make it a safe space for 
non-institutionalized activism in repressive political settings, such as Russia or Hong Kong 
(Herasimenka, 2022; Urman & Katz, 2022a, 2022b). It also provides a relatively secure 
communication environment for political extremists, conspiracy theorists, or deplatformed 
actors (Rogers, 2020).

Within the realm of political communication research, Telegram provides invaluable 
data access for the study of non-institutionalized activism. This is especially pertinent 
when examining social movements, which encompass a wide array of institutionalized and 
non-institutionalized actors, as noted by Kriesi (1996) and Willems & Jegers (2012). These 
actors collectively constitute a pertinent population for research.

Nonetheless, scholars investigating non-institutionalized activism on Telegram en
counter distinctive theoretical and methodological challenges when it comes to systemat
ically defining, selecting, sampling, and categorizing relevant actors and content. One sig
nificant theoretical challenge, particularly relevant in the context of social media research, 
arises from the “plurality of individuals, groups, and organizations” comprising social 
movements, as highlighted by Diani (1992, p. 1). Unlike institutionalized actors such as 
elected politicians or associations, there are seldom publicly accessible documents that 
offer a firm foundation for identifying the population or conducting a proper sampling. 
A second challenge emerges from Telegram’s platform architecture. The variety of features 
supporting privacy and anonymity, including private and public channels, groups, chats, 
and forwarding features (Urmann & Katz, 2022b), allows for a confusing array of communi
cation options that present researchers with many methodological problems when creating 
a sample.

This paper addresses these issues with a particular focus on the methodological chal
lenges of sampling and classification for research on heterogeneous groups of (often non-in
stitutionalized) actors by collecting, summarizing, and discussing a broad range of recent 
research.1 First, we identify challenges specific to the characteristics of non-institutionalized 
actors (section 2) and how they merge with Telegram’s platform infrastructure and require
ments (3). We then discuss selected strategies from previous Telegram research for defining 
and sampling a study population in multistage sampling procedures (4) and for classifying 
actors (5). Finally, we consider challenges and potential strategies (6) and conclude with 
thoughts on future research (7).

Challenges in identifying and observing non-institutionalized actors

The process of policy formulation and implementation involves not only actors in the 
political system but also encompasses the participation of interest groups, media, and 
non-governmental organizations (Cahn, 2012). When announcing social grievances or im
plementing policy goals, alliances may form between actors with different organizational 

2.

1 In the first step, we performed a systematic literature search using the Web of Science to get 
an overview of research on Telegram, either related to studying non-institutionalized actors on 
Telegram or sampling Telegram channels or groups. Using a search string and excluding results 
before 2013 (Telegram’s founding year) and outside our field (e.g., from microbiology or astronomy), 
we found n = 124 entries. After filtering, we were left with n = 32 studies that we considered useful, 
either because of their sampling or classification approach, or because they represent the state of the 
art in Telegram research. Since research on Telegram is rapidly evolving, we added recent literature 
known to the authors but not covered by our Web of Science string search. For a detailed description 
of the search string and a list of the studies retrieved via systematic search, see the online appendix 
https://osf.io/ru47y/.
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backgrounds and degrees of institutionalization. Furthermore, digitalization acts as a cat
alyst for actor diversity by significantly lowering the costs of political participation and 
reducing the need for actors to be physically together to act collectively (Earl & Kimport, 
2011). A new class of actors is emerging that are connected only through digital exchange, 
which creates additional difficulties in determining their respective relevance. However, the 
identification of central actors is a crucial requirement and a key challenge in investigating 
communication on digital platforms and, in particular, Telegram.

To illustrate the challenges of identifying and classifying (non-institutionalized) actors 
on Telegram, the conceptualization of social movements provides an appropriate heuristic. 
Diani (1992) defined social movements as “networks of informal interactions between a 
plurality of individuals, groups and/or organizations, engaged in political or cultural con
flicts, on the basis of shared collective identities” (p. 3). Membership in social movements 
can rarely be defined by formal characteristics. Social movement processes involve creating 
and sustaining close, informal networks among numerous actors who share a collective 
identity and engage in social or political conflicts (Diani & Bison, 2004). In addition to 
social movement organizations (e.g., PEGIDA, Fridays for Future), movements can also 
include support organizations (e.g., friendly media and bloggers), movement associations 
(e.g., self-help organizations or clubs founded by the movements), or parties and interest 
groups (Kriesi, 1996). Movements may involve a diverse set of actors—i.e., individuals and 
collectives—organized in various ways. Compared to research on institutionalized actors 
(e.g., political parties), there are few (or no) public documents to provide a solid basis 
for identifying the population of a movement. The difficulty of identifying relevant actors 
within a social movement depends on several factors, including the movement’s structure 
and the degree of institutionalization of the actors belonging to it, as well as the study’s 
geographical and temporal scope, which are outlined in the following.

The level of complexity of identifying relevant actors is mainly determined by the 
selection of the targeted movement and its organizational form. Research on the structure 
of movements sorts them along two axes: formal vs. informal and hierarchical vs. clustered 
(i.e., horizontal) (Kriesi, 1996; Willems & Jegers, 2012). Actors in formally and hierarchically 
organized movements (e.g., contemporary labor movements) have comparatively strong 
connections and pursue similar and manifest goals that are communicated with “one voice.” 
By contrast, less formal movements without hierarchical structures (e.g., the feminist move
ment) tend to include actors with fewer ties and stronger ideological heterogeneity, as well 
as more abstract goals. In addition, such movements are less stable over time and cooperate 
in shifting coalitions (Willems & Jegers, 2012). The internal structure of social movement 
actors is also shaped by the flow of resources, leading to formalization, professionalization, 
internal differentiation, and integration. This involves the development of formal member
ship criteria, functional division of labor, territorial decentralization, and the centralization 
of decisions to integrate functional and territorial subunits (e.g., Kriesi, 1996). That is, 
the higher the degree of organization, the easier it is to identify the actors, since formal 
membership can be ascertained. Moreover, relevant information (e.g., membership lists) is 
more likely obtainable through official contacts (e.g., spokespersons). In summary, relevant 
actors are easier to identify in hierarchical and formalized movements. In addition, the 
higher the proportion of institutionalized actors within the movement, the easier it is to 
identify their relevance.

Apart from the organizational structure of movements and the institutionalization of 
actors, the geographical and temporal scope of the study is important because it determines 
the number of actors comprised (potentially) by the analysis. During the time span under 
investigation, movements may evolve. For instance, in the course of a crisis, actors can 
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take advantage of the opportunity structure created by the discourse on social issues to join 
existing protest movements (Wahlström & Törnberg, 2021). This was the case during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and the corresponding protests against state intervention used by the 
far right as means of recruitment and mobilization (Jost & Dogruel, 2023; Zehring & Dom
ahidi, 2023). In terms of geographic scope, global or national protest movements can be ex
pected to include a greater number of relevant actors than local movements. Furthermore, 
the goals and strategies of social movements are shaped by the political and cultural contexts 
in which they operate; these contexts can vary at the local, national, and global levels, even 
within a single movement (Della Porta & Diani, 2020). These different backgrounds of 
movements may also translate into greater ideological diversity or different communication 
or protest behaviors, increasing the difficulty of identifying relevant actors through common 
messages. As a result, the identification of key actors is more difficult when the study covers 
a longer period and a movement with a wider geographical outreach.

The relevance of Telegram for non-institutionalized actors

Social media has played a significant role for various actors and movements, including those 
that advocate for democracy and freedom (e.g., Urman et al., 2021) but also those that 
neglect or fight democratic norms (e.g., Schulze et al., 2022). However, the intense use of 
social media by extremist actors has also led to an increasing spread of misinformation and 
disinformation, which distorts public opinion and poses a potential threat to democratic 
principles. This has led to the removal of accounts by major platforms (so-called deplat
forming), forcing extremist actors to use other means (Rogers, 2020).

The most prominent example of a platform to which actors have switched is Telegram. 
Founded in 2013, it has become known for its propagation of the free speech approach 
(Rogers, 2020). The platform has experienced significant user growth since 2020 and now 
claims to have a global user base of 700 million active users (Telegram, 2022). While 
platforms such as X (formerly Twitter) and Facebook offer more visibility and engagement 
opportunities for the broader public, Telegram offers more privacy and security (e.g., 
end-to-end encryption) and “censorship-free” speech, allowing extreme content (Telegram 
FAQ). This renders it attractive for anti-democratic actors and political fringe groups seek
ing publicity, allowing them to bypass the stricter controls of various social media platforms 
(Rogers, 2020).

Telegram’s popularity can be further attributed to its hybrid nature as a private and pub
lic communication tool enabling horizontal exchange between supporters in private chats 
and chat groups and vertical communication with supporters via broadcasting channels. 
Unlike platforms that rely on algorithms to distribute messages, Telegram channels allow 
actors to mobilize supporters directly through push messages (Schulze, 2021), bypassing soft 
forms of suppression, such as algorithmic filtering (Earl et al., 2022). Telegram does not 
offer a newsfeed; instead, users must actively subscribe to channels and groups in which 
they are interested. Consequently, the platform itself and, likewise, the interaction is highly 
actor focused. Content can be shared across channels and groups via forwards, and related 
actors are advertised via mentions or specific channel links. In order to effectively study 
Telegram communication, it is therefore necessary to develop a strategy for sampling actors, 
as the specific platform architecture does not allow for issue- or hashtag-specific sampling 
without a prior selection of relevant actors.

3.
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Approaches to defining and sampling a study population

The epistemic interest and the research question of an empirical research project dealing 
with digital communication on Telegram call for determining the definition of the central 
theoretical constructs, the population of interest, and the research material, as well as the 
specific units of analysis (e.g., Rössler, 2017, p. 38). The (theoretical) target population (i.e., 
the set of elements for which a theory or study claims validity) defines the sample or 
study population, including all elements that, in principle, have a chance of being included 
in a study.2 Central decisions on defining, classifying, selecting, and sampling the target 
population in Telegram depend on the extent to which this population is known and can 
be specified a priori, or whether the population cannot be defined a priori (an “unknown” 
population). Following this basic distinction, researchers can either rely on a previously 
defined and delimited study population (subsection 4.1), apply multistep content-based 
strategies to collect data from an unknown population (subsection 4.2), or use a multistep 
actor-based network sampling approach (subsection 4.3).

Sampling a predefined known population

With a known population, researchers base their study on a deliberate a priori decision 
about which channels to include. In Telegram, actors (i.e., creators and/or administrators) 
set up channels to send messages to their subscribers, which are signed with the chan
nel’s name (Urman & Katz, 2022a). Here, the researcher must rely on channel names to 
determine whether a full collection of channels assumed to represent a particular actor 
is reasonable and possible, or whether a partial collection is equally valuable, and how 
sampling can be best achieved in that case. Existing techniques for selecting channels in 
such one-step selection/classification approaches can be roughly divided into two strategies: 
(1) predefining an a priori set of known channels (representing known actors) as either (a) 
a complete collection or (b) an a priori fixed sample of the study population and (2) relying 
on existing data.

Since the target population of the study comprises specific actors, the definition of these 
actors, their selection, and their classification can constitute one and the same step in the 
research process (one-step selection/classification). This is frequently the case when studies 
examine a specific set of cases based on the deliberate selection of individual actors and 
expert knowledge. Such studies either aim to acquire a complete collection of a (usually) 
small number of cases or employ a deliberate selection of typical, extreme, prominent, or 
otherwise remarkable actors (expert decision, pre-selection).

Examples from previous literature include studies on ISIS communication, analytically 
based on a small set of accounts affiliated with ISIS news agencies (Bloom et al., 2019), 
and defined by movement/group name or official statements. Others have simply selected 
and sampled a fixed number of parties (Alonso-Muñoz et al., 2022) or news channels 
(Al-Rawi, 2022) present on Telegram. This approach seems particularly viable when studies 
deal with more substantial institutionalized actors, which provide more information on 
their identity and formal organization and their membership in a specific organization 
or group. In such cases, the sampling does not differ from studies that collect data from 
political representatives’ Twitter accounts (König et al., 2022) or from European far-right 

4.

4.1

2 This paper refers to research whose population includes channels where actors communicate with 
potential movement supporters and chat groups where “ordinary” users can interact with each 
other. In the latter case, the groups and their content, but not the individual users (and their 
Telegram profiles), are of interest to existing research.
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extraparliamentary Facebook groups (Törnberg & Nissen, 2022). In addition, the smaller 
a (for example) movement’s scope and the subsequent smaller scope of a study, the more 
suitable are the predefinitions of actors.

Using preexisting datasets or lists of channels is another strategy we identified. To 
quantitatively examine the linguistic radicalization of right-wing and Salafi jihadist groups, 
Müller et al. (2022) relied on Telegram groups listed in the files of the public prosecutors’ 
offices of the German federal states and the Attorney General at the Federal Supreme Court 
on terrorism, extremist violence, and hate speech in Germany. Similarly, Jahanbakhsh-Na
gadeh et al. (2022) built their sample on a preexisting Persian Telegram dataset that con
tained pre-labeled messages to develop a content-based rumor verification system.

Although the frequent aim of such studies is to gain insights into the communication of 
specific actors on Telegram, the results cannot be generalized. Rather, they can only claim 
validity for the channels and groups studied. In addition, expert decisions on selecting indi
vidual cases as representatives for a broader actor group and movement require theoretical 
foundation and justification, as they can hardly be validated empirically.

Approaching an unknown population via content-based strategies

In particular, when an overall study population is unknown and difficult to demarcate, 
and non-institutionalized actors are the subject, researchers rely on different approaches 
to sample the population. In such cases, the research process often consists of a multistep 
selection/classification circle, in which newly derived actors must be classified to ensure 
that they match the target population and to enable the assessment of their characteristics. 
One such multistep approach to data collection from an unknown population is the con
tent-based strategy, whereby researchers either (a) use topic-specific keywords to derive a 
sample of specific actors or (b) aim to collect a general population from Telegram through 
a broad keyword-based procedure. An example of approach (a) is Al-Rawi’s (2021) study, 
which aimed to sample far-right groups by using a list of related terms like “Pepe the 
frog,” “QAnon,” and “KKK” on Telegram’s mobile app and the Telegram analytics website. 
Similarly, Robertson and Amarasingam (2022) combined a pre-selection of channels and a 
keyword-based search to scrape messages from 700 channels and groups created by QAnon 
supporters and used their keywords to filter relevant content for a qualitative content 
analysis. Approach (b) is exemplified by a study in which the Dutch-language Telegram 
sphere, representative of “current affairs” in the Netherlands, was mapped by Simon et al. 
(2022). The study used a broad list of terms related to, for example, parties, politics, and 
activism as queries for Telegram’s built-in search function to create a set of channels and 
groups to study.

In general, content-based sampling is an appropriate strategy when studying lesser-
known groups of actors. However, this presupposes consistency of wording across actors, 
which may not be the case for ideologically heterogeneous groups. Such approaches differ 
from sampling specific accounts via hashtags that are based on the willingness to be similar 
in the interest of “the formation of ad hoc publics” (Bruns & Burgess, 2011). Moreover, 
there may be problems with Telegram-specific slang, which requires specific expertise. If 
adopted for collecting a general population, the keyword selection is the step that primarily 
determines the scope and generalizability of the results.

Sampling an unknown population via link-based network sampling techniques

The deliberate selection of a priori-defined individual cases, as described in subsection 4.1, 
is often only the first step in several rounds of selection and the subsequent classification of 

4.2

4.3
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actors. A prime strategy for collecting data from an unknown population and expanding an 
initial small-to-medium-sized sample of actors in a multistep selection/classification proce
dure is snowball sampling. Telegram can be considered a social network in which channels 
and chats form nodes that are interconnected via forwarded messages, mentions, and 
Telegram-internal hyperlinks, representing network edges. The network’s structure cannot 
be observed externally, suggesting techniques developed for sampling from unknown graphs 
to identify actors therein.

Researchers have used different variations of link-based network sampling for network 
exploration. The basic and unrestricted implementation of this method, snowball sampling 
(Goodman, 1961), starts with one or more preselected specific seed nodes (e.g., Telegram 
channels). The messages of the seed channels are collected for a specific period or up to an 
arbitrary limit, and any reference to other channels or chat groups is detected. In the next 
step, all detected channels and groups, or a subset of them, are selected for subsequent data 
expansion based on research-specific inclusion criteria.

The nodes (e.g., channels) found in this way act as a new seed sample in a process 
that iterates until a stopping criterion is reached. For instance, Semenzin and Bainotti 
(2020) used digital ethnography to manually review conversations and links from a small, 
pre-selected list of channels, which they assumed to be relevant to a particular behavior on 
the platform, to find related groups and channels and analyze their communication. Quali
tative research examining how chat apps are used to spread mis- and disinformation used 
snowball sampling to find interviewees producing political content for parties, governments, 
or extremist groups (Gursky et al., 2022).

Both quantitative and computational content analyses have used link-based network 
sampling to collect a (large) complete population of actors belonging to or associating with 
a particular actor or movement (e.g., “COVID-19 protest groups on Telegram”) using an 
automated snowball sampling approach starting with just one actor (Curley et al., 2022) 
or a long list of actors (Buehling & Heft, 2023; Zehring & Domahidi, 2023). For the 2019 
protests in Hong Kong, Urman et al. (2021) used the most prominent channel among Hong 
Kong activists, according to https://tgstat.com, as a starting seed. When dealing with more 
institutionalized movements (e.g., “Fridays for Future”), selecting the official social media 
accounts as seed is an appropriate approach as well (Gärtner, 2022). In a more systematic 
way, Schulze et al. (2022) analyzed radicalization dynamics within far-right conspiracy 
channels. Three movements were selected based on previous literature, and for each, a 
list of channels was created, scraped, and extended through snowball sampling. Finally, 
three channels per movement were selected based on their reach, number of messages, and 
activity. Using multiple initial seeds as well, Urman and Katz (2022b) selected one pro- and 
one anti-regime Russian Telegram channel based on the selection criterion “highest number 
of subscribers.”

Although snowball sampling is a very efficient method of identifying relevant actors in 
an unknown population, many decisions must be made when using this approach. These 
decisions can significantly impact the study and need to be elaborated in greater detail.

Specific decisions in snowball sampling and their effects

The choice of an unconstrained snowball sampling procedure for node detection or other 
variants of sampling, where selection criteria are applied in the different sampling phases, 
affects the overall sampling results in terms of detected nodes, their message content, and 
network structures.

Previous studies have shown that in general, snowball sampling is likely to favor the 
detection of higher degree nodes (e.g., channels that are frequently forwarded or mentioned 

4.4
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in other channels) and subsequently bias the discovered network (Kurant et al., 2010). 
This effect can be mitigated by crawling the previously unknown (sub-)network of interest 
in its entirety. In many studies, this claim is implicitly made with the aim of capturing 
as complete a sample as possible of a particular movement in a particular location, such 
as the anti-ELAB movement in Hong Kong (Su et al., 2022) or movements against the 
COVID-19 containment measures in Ireland (Curley et al., 2022). However, incomplete 
snowball sampling in sparse networks might result in overlooking lower-degree nodes 
(e.g., channels that are rarely forwarded or mentioned in other channels) that may act as 
bridges between relevant subcommunities (Erickson, 1979), leading to biased results. Due to 
message deletion, possible biases in snowball sampling results are correlated with the time 
lag between message creation and data collection (Buehling, 2023).

Achieving an optimal sample to answer the research question depends on a variety of 
decisions made in the sampling design. In the literature dealing with Telegram data, the 
design decisions are found in the choice of node inclusion criteria at each sampling step, 
especially at the seed selection stage and in the stop criteria for the snowball sampling 
procedure. In the following, the various choices reported in the Telegram literature are 
described to highlight their implications.

Node inclusion criteria: In studies applying link-based network sampling, the first no
table choice regarding node inclusion criteria for the different sampling steps is whether 
to introduce such criteria at all. Studies that aim to map as complete a group of Telegram 
actors as possible, such as Baumgartner et al. (2020) or La Morgia et al. (2021), report 
implementing an unrestricted snowball sampling process. Other studies focusing on specific 
movements report no sample inclusion criteria until unrestricted snowball sampling is 
completed and the discovered nodes are classified (Peeters & Willaert, 2022; Schulze, 
2021). Inclusion criteria aim to select only the most relevant channels or chat groups in 
each sampling iteration and can be roughly categorized as edge-based criteria, node-based 
criteria, and network-based criteria.

Edge-based inclusion criteria differentiate between the types of edges accepted in the 
unknown underlying network of Telegram entities. Sampling designs considering all kinds 
of references (e.g., forwards, @-mentions, invite links) as viable network edges (Bovet & 
Grindrod, 2022; Wich et al., 2022) necessarily discover a different network structure than 
those that only consider one such reference type (Hoseini et al., 2021; Peeters & Willaert, 
2022) or invite links (Curley et al., 2022). Consequently, implicit entity selection needs to be 
considered, as forwarded messages only refer to the message’s sender (either a channel or an 
individual user); thus, public chat groups cannot be detected if invite links and @-mentions 
are excluded.3

Node-based inclusion criteria apply a relevance measure to the channels and groups 
(i.e., nodes) identified in each snowball iteration based on their properties. Assuming that 
no member or subcommunity of the target population is isolated from the seed(s), the 
nodes functioning as seeds in subsequent iterations can be filtered. This can limit how 
fast the snowball sample grows and prevent the sampling algorithm from expanding to irrel
evant parts of the network. Candidate nodes for further sampling iterations can be selected 
manually based on actor coding (Su et al., 2022). Some studies only include channels and 
exclude chat groups in their sampling iterations (Su et al., 2022; Teo & Fu, 2021; Urman & 
Katz, 2022b). To detect the most influential accounts of the German Twittersphere in a 
resource-efficient way, Münch and colleagues apply the rank degree method, which only 

3 A direct reference to a group chat is only made in the exceptional case where the group administrator 
posted the original message.
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includes the most influential accounts for the subsequent sampling iteration (Münch et 
al., 2021). To further constrain the sampling process, they propose automated language 
detection, which could be applied when the target population is rendered by language. 
Besides, it is important to note that the choice of rank criteria can have an impact on the 
sample composition. Furthermore, network composition depends on platform characteris
tics. For example, holding the rank criteria constant, the identified actors differed between 
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter when sampling the central actors of the Fridays for 
Future movement (Gärtner, 2022).

Network-based inclusion criteria are used to select or prioritize nodes for further sam
pling iterations based on their position in the already discovered network. In every iteration, 
Holzer (2021) selects the 25 most frequently mentioned channels and groups as the seed 
sample for the following iteration. Peter et al. (2022) use the (unweighted) in-degree to 
select the 200 most referenced nodes as seeds for the subsequent snowball iteration. Urman 
and Katz (2022a) also rely on the in-degree using Exponential Discriminative Snowball 
sampling. In contrast to snowball sampling approaches in which the scraping order of 
channels is irrelevant or determined by their first appearance in the set of detected nodes, 
the authors use this network-based relevance measure to dynamically prioritize high-promi
nence nodes in the scraping order.

Seed selection: Generally, as discussed in Urman and Katz (2022a), the seed sample has 
a disproportionately high impact on the overall sampling process compared with the nodes 
detected in later iterations. A diverse seed list (Schulze et al., 2022; Zehring & Domahidi, 
2023; Buehling & Heft, 2023) can mitigate such biases. The underlying structures of the 
communication network and its clusters, which are to be uncovered via snowball sampling, 
are not necessarily dense and fully connected. This means that seeds that are potentially 
situated in different clusters of the network of interest aid in their full detection. Studies 
interested in identifying actors located in a dense and connected cluster (Curley et al., 2022; 
Su et al., 2022) have a higher probability of detecting all relevant nodes with a smaller seed 
set than those aimed at detecting a larger, dispersed set of actors (Baumgartner et al., 2020; 
La Morgia et al., 2021).

Stop condition: Most publications did not include a defined stopping condition in their 
sampling strategy; instead, researchers stopped when the volume of channels/data seemed 
appropriate for the study design. An important consideration for choosing the snowball 
sampling extent is the assumption of the propagation of seed channel characteristics.

Current studies do not predominantly rely on this assumption alone, demonstrated 
by their use of additional measures to assure the fit. Curley et al. (2022) ensured the 
representativity of the discovered channels using a review by two experts. Wich et al. (2022) 
filtered channels by language to exclude non-German channels. Urman and Katz (2022b) 
filtered by word occurrence at the message level to ensure relevance.

Counterexamples include Urman and Katz (2022a), who used snowball sampling start
ing with only one highly relevant seed channel to map and analyze the far-right network 
in Germany, and later characterized the channel clusters. Baumgartner et al. (2020) disre
garded the assumption described by design in their attempt to map a maximal part of the 
telegram network to analyze the platform characteristics.

Actor classification in multistep sampling strategies

Most Telegram studies require some sort of actor classification at some point in the research 
process. All of the expansion procedures discussed in subsections 4.2 and 4.3, which are 
employed to identify either a complete or a sample target population, require a posteriori 
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classification of the actors (groups and channels) in question. Several approaches can be 
distinguished for such actor classifications, each with its own challenges.

Manual actor classifications

One frequently used approach is the classification of actors by means of manual content 
analysis. As relevant manifest texts are involved, such studies base the actor classifications 
on (a) the actors’ (self-)description in their profiles, groups, or channels, (b) in (a selection 
of ) posts in these accounts, or (c) a combination of both.

For example, Curley et al. (2022) use the channel title, “about” statements, and the first 
five messages to classify actors into distinct societal groups. Schulze (2021) manually classi
fies far-right actors based on the accounts’ content—whether it shows far-right symbols 
or narratives—through an expert rating. Simon et al. (2022) opt to categorize chats and 
channels based on what they claim to stand for rather than what they actually deliver.

Computational actor classifications

A set of computational approaches has been employed to provide a broader basis for actor 
classifications. Regarding the classifications of actors’ ideology and topic focus, studies use a 
dictionary-based computational classification of actors based on their content. For example, 
Curley et al. (2022) use terms from the “Hatebase” lexicon, which provides racist and hate 
speech terms (p. 6) to identify “actors posting far-right content.” Other dictionaries provide 
computational actor classification methods, such as the RPC-Lex, a dictionary developed 
for the study of right-wing populist conspiracy (RPC) content in German-language texts 
(Puschmann et al., 2022). However, dictionaries require case-specific adaptations and ex
tensive validation procedures to ensure that inferences from content to actor characteristics 
are appropriate. Another approach to computational actor classification is based on metada
ta. Using the ratio between forwarded and original content, the roles and functions of the 
actor can be classified. Actors can, for example, be differentiated into aggregators—channels 
with a high rate of forwarded messages—and sources—channels with a high rate of original 
content. This can, naturally, be combined with the number of subscribers or views (e.g., 
an aggregator with a high number of views could be considered a multiplicator, whereas a 
source that generates views mainly through forwarded messages could be considered subtly 
influential). In a similar vein, Bovel and Grinrod (2022, p. 1) distinguish three different 
community types based on the share of original and forwarded content: (1) upstream 
communities contain mostly group chats that comment on content from channels in the 
rest of the network; (2) core communities contain broadcast channels tightly connected 
to each other and can be seen as forming echo chambers; (3) downstream communities 
contain popular channels that are highly referenced by other channels. An option would be 
to classify by content amount or type (e.g., videos, images, and text).

Finally, network-based approaches to actor classification can combine manual and auto
mated procedures. In such approaches, communities of actors are identified via community 
detection algorithms applied to the sample’s forwarding network. The particular algorithms 
used differ across studies as Urman & Katz (2022a) apply the Louvain Method (Blondel 
et al., 2008), while Zehring & Domahidi (2023) rely on the Infomap algorithm (Rosvall & 
Bergstrom, 2008). Their common subsequent step of analysis is the classification of com
munities by, for example, shared sources or similarities in content propagation based 
on a manual classification of sample actors of each community, implicitly assuming that 
their characteristics apply to the entire community (Zehring & Domahidi, 2023). Related 
approaches have been employed to estimate the political ideology of Twitter users based 
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on their following-behavior (Barberá, 2015). While the validity of such label propagation ap
proaches used to automatically classify actor characteristics primarily depends on the par
ticular characteristic (e.g., topical, ideological, or functional), studies aim to reduce the 
problem of false classifications by, for example, working with thresholds in the form of a 
specific number of mentions or links as inclusion criteria and assuming that frequently 
linked channels are also attitudinally linked.

Synthesis and discussion

In this paper, the overarching challenges of sampling and classifying non-institutionalized 
actors in Telegram are discussed in detail and illustrated with examples from the literature. 
First, social movements’ characteristics suggest implications for the identification and clas
sification of actors: the degree of institutionalization can be located on a continuum on 
which the more hierarchical and formalized social movements with a higher proportion of 
institutionalized actors may be easier to identify and classify than movements located at 
the opposite end. In addition, identifying an adequate sample appears more difficult when 
social movements exist over a longer period or have a wider geographic reach. Based on 
recent studies, we identified several commonly used approaches for analyzing actors and/or 
their communication on Telegram (see table). Their utility can be closely linked to the 
differences in actor characteristics discussed above.

The different approaches to sampling and classification have implications for future 
research.
1) The a priori identification of actors based on expert ratings or lists only makes sense if 

the target population is a clearly delimited group of actors. This is particularly the case 
with hierarchically organized and formalized movements or actor networks. Ideally, re
searchers can access official directories or membership lists and contact spokespersons 
or other officials of substantial institutionalized actors, about which researchers can 
likely obtain additional information (e.g., manifestos) to help not only in identifying 
but also in manually classifying relevant actors. A priori approaches are less suitable for 
less hierarchical networks and movements with a lower proportion of institutionalized 
actors. In instances in which the population is unknown, snowball sampling is a promis
ing method for identifying relevant actors on Telegram. Particularly for movements and 
networks of actors that are not hierarchically but horizontally organized, relevant actors 
can be identified through the communication network in which they are embedded.

2) The a priori selection of far-reaching and prominent channels follows a prognostic 
approach that assumes that as many actors as possible should be reached. However, 
smaller and less prominent actors may exhibit different characteristics than those on 
the top and may pursue a different (perhaps more radical) communication strategy that 
would remain undiscovered using this approach. Selecting particularly prominent and 
far-reaching channels as seeds for snowball sampling may also be problematic. In the 
case of hierarchically organized movements, there is a risk that subordinate channels 
are not linked to central actors and, thus, cannot be identified via snowball sampling. 
Larger and more diverse seed samples are a solution that is also more appropriate for 
detecting movements that are thought to be larger, more dispersed, or less institutional
ized. They allow researchers to uncover loosely connected subcommunities that may not 
be apparent at first glance, providing a more nuanced understanding of the movement 
in all its facets. By combining content-based and snowball sampling strategies, keywords 
might be used to create an initial set of seed channels and then expand the sample 
through snowball sampling (e.g., Loadenthal, 2022).
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3) In such multistep snowball sampling, researchers face trade-offs regarding their node 
inclusion criteria. Unrestricted snowball sampling shifts the effort of sample filtering to 
the end of the data collection process. Thus, the risk of obtaining an unintentionally 
biased sample is reduced, although the sampling itself becomes computationally more 
intensive and the subsequent validation takes more time and consumes more resources. 
However, imposing strict criteria (node-, edge-, or network-based) inevitably biases the 
obtained sample; therefore, precise knowledge of the target sample becomes essential to 
applying appropriate criteria and avoiding invalid results. This needs to be considered, 
especially when analyzing more informal and loosely connected movements. Otherwise, 
the risk of overlooking important actors in the sample increases.

4) Defining a stop condition in snowball-sampling approaches is not a priority in current 
research. For many studies that involve expert curation of the channels found, it seems 
unnecessary to define a stop condition. For other studies, it is probably difficult to 
define a sensible stop condition, especially beforehand. One hindrance to the evaluation 
of a stop condition is the lack of a recognized reference dataset or benchmark represent
ing an adequate population; the closest contender is the Pushshift (Baumgartner et al., 
2020) dataset. With such a regularly updated dataset, a stop condition could be defined 
by comparing various metrics (Münch et al., 2021) with the sampled network. Another 
method is network saturation, in which the search is terminated if only a few unknown 
channels are found in the last iteration (La Morgia et al., 2021; Buehling & Heft, 2023).

5) Content analysis is used to classify actors either identified a priori as relevant or col
lected through content- or snowball-based procedures. Such analyses can derive infor
mation from channel descriptions and from messages sent by the channels. However, 
actors in heterogeneous protests or extremist movements either do not fit into estab
lished ideological schemes or deliberately hide their identifications. In addition, several 
classification challenges result from Telegram’s particular communication infrastructure 
and the peculiarities of non-institutionalized actors. Classifying these actors is compli
cated by the sparse self-descriptions provided on the platform and the lack of formal 
verification. For example, it remains unclear whether the actors indicated in the actor 
names are (a) actually the channel owners and (b) write the messages themselves. Con
tent-based actor classifications, moreover, might be driven by event- or time-specific 
communication, from which it is difficult to infer a general functional or ideological 
actor type and position.

6) While ethical aspects are not the focus of the present paper, we acknowledge that the 
study of non-institutionalized actors in Telegram not only poses unique methodological 
challenges, but also raises serious ethical questions. On the one hand, it involves the 
privacy and anonymity of the actors under study. In Telegram, structural data as well 
as message content (and in some circumstances) personal information about individu
als is currently available. Although many channels are public, and some individuals 
deliberately do not anonymize themselves to benefit from the attention, most actors 
are unaware of the potential investigation, further processing, and possible merging of 
their data. For example, it has been shown in other contexts that supposedly anonymous 
data sets can be de-anonymized (Narayanan & Shmatikov, 2007). Researchers must 
decide in the research process, considering their specific research context, which forms 
of data aggregation are appropriate and to what extent Telegram content, or lists of 
relevant actors on Telegram, should be made public, for example, to ensure that activists 
in repressive political environments are not exposed to additional risks. On the other 
hand, the safety of the researchers themselves must be considered, who, for example, 
may experience great distress when manually coding certain content or may well be 
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targeted by the groups under investigation when investigating extremist networks on 
Telegram.

Conclusion

Our paper is inspired by studies and approaches that investigate actors and/or their 
communication on Telegram. The specific platform characteristics of Telegram make it 
difficult to identify relevant actors. However, Telegram’s architecture is perfectly suited to 
applying snowball sampling, which is more challenging on other platforms. Nevertheless, 
the challenges of different sampling and classification decisions regarding groups of actors 
with different levels of hierarchical, formal, and ideological heterogeneity are not unique to 
Telegram studies. Rather, they are likely to arise in any research on non-institutional actors 
on digital platforms.

Furthermore, choosing channels for analysis or as seeds for further sampling remains a 
challenge, not only when analyzing communication on Telegram but when studying non-in
stitutionalized actors on any platform. Therefore, researchers should always be reflective in 
their choice of channels and carefully document their decisions during the sampling proce
dure. Why is a particular actor type/group’s communication represented by the deliberate 
selection of certain accounts? Which overall population does this communication actually 
represent? What is the range of validity and generalizability of a study and its findings? How 
can the experts’ decisions be validated?

In addition, the classification of non-institutionalized actors requires approaches that 
can deal with ambiguous signals. Thorough validation steps are not limited to Telegram but 
should also be considered when researching actors on other platforms. To ensure at least 
intersubjectively comprehensible categorizations, such approaches demand documented cod
ing instructions (a codebook), a coding procedure, and the measurement of the reliability 
and validity of the classification. Instead of (individual) expert codings, which hinder the 
intersubjective validation of classification results, future studies could use multiple codings, 
either by trained coders or crowd coders.

To address some of the challenges scrutinized in this paper, we advocate for more collab
oration and cross-field partnerships. To improve expert selections and coding, researchers 
could work more closely with established organizations that have practical experience and 
understanding of the target population’s actors and can provide guidance on sampling and 
data collection. For example, researchers might partner with civil society organizations that 
monitor online extremism and hate speech to gain access to relevant channels and actors 
or collaboratively review previously created lists. Similarly, researchers could initiate or join 
collaborations to collectively create, collect, characterize, and validate lists of relevant actors. 
These options seem to be feasible, especially when observing locally limited communication 
spheres but also when studying groups of actors that act with a national or even global 
scope. In addition, there is a need for further research on the consequences of methodolog
ical choices for the research on non-institutionalized actors on Telegram. Such research 
could systematically simulate different sampling and classification strategies and compare 
the outcome, for example, in terms of sample size as a function of sampling constraints or of 
potential shifts in the ideological orientation of the actors being sampled differing between 
classification approaches.

Researchers are increasingly aware of the need for clear ethical guidelines for dealing 
with non-institutionalized actors on platforms like Telegram (e.g., Rothut et al. 2022) and 
the necessity of developing guidelines for supporting safety and resilience of researchers 
in the scholarship of (extremist) non-institutionalized actors (e.g., Pearson et al., 2023). Po
tential ethical issues have been outlined more generally for encrypted chat apps, especially 
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WhatsApp and private group research, and a specific research context, i.e., digital ethnogra
phy (Barbosa & Milan, 2019). Further, recent work considered ethical challenges in studies 
using computational methods that are poorly covered by classical psychological approaches 
to ethics committees (e.g., Zook et al., 2017). Such work often develops recommendations 
for action in the form of lists that can be worked through, but which are hardly suitable 
for covering all possible research contexts with institutionalized actors in Telegram. More 
promising, in our view, is the reappraisal and adaptation of the principle-based approach for 
this research context (Bailey et al., 2012; Salganik, 2018). In accordance with the principles 
1) respect for persons, 2) beneficence, 3) justice and 4) respect for law and public interest, 
researchers must assess the potential risks to all participants and the potential benefits of 
certain methodological decisions, such as those to determine the sample, level of analysis, 
or data that can be published, in parallel with their individual and specific research context. 
Discussions and guidelines to help researchers assess such situations for non-institutional
ized stakeholder research are a relevant focus of future research.

Overall, the scholarship on non-institutionalized actors and, specifically, their online 
behavior poses many challenges for current social sciences research. This paper might be 
understood as a recommendation piece that offers an in-depth discussion covering one 
of the most important current platform for non-institutionalized actors—Telegram—to 
support future research. As such, this paper ends with an invitation to further and nurture 
the necessary debate on the scholarship of non-institutionalized actors online.
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